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Abstract - This paper appeared at ISCA 2007, just a few years after the appearance of the first generation of datacenters that were custom-built for massive internet services. Our study was concerned with understanding the dynamic energy usage behavior of thousands of servers provisioned in such facilities to run popular internet-based services, and with identifying opportunities for optimizing the way power was provisioned in the datacenter. Our measurements also accidentally unveiled new opportunities for reducing the energy consumption of server-class hardware. As the first ISCA paper concerned primarily with the subject of datacenter design, this paper invited the architecture community to consider datacenters a worthy research topic.

I. HISTORICAL CONTEXT

In the first years of this millennium, companies like Google used to deploy their computing equipment in 3rd party co-location facilities. As cloud-based services began to rapidly grow in popularity, it became clear that Google would need to build our own facilities, in addition to our own computing equipment (servers, networking switches and storage systems). That gave us the opportunity to design the building with some knowledge of the kind of computing equipment and workloads that would occupy it, as well as to optimize the computing equipment in order to make the facility itself more efficient. Such an all inclusive and integrated design problem is rarely available in an engineer's career, so our team jumped at the opportunity. Our guiding insight was that we were not designing a building, power delivery systems, cooling systems, computing systems, and software systems, but we were designing one massive building-sized machine. This zoomed out view of the design problem opened new areas of innovation in several engineering disciplines, including power provisioning and energy efficiency, which were the areas we explored in this paper.

II. KEY IDEAS

Whenever one is out of ideas it is useful to begin measuring some aspect of a system that hadn't been quantified before. In this case this started with an observation. We had built a datacenter with the capacity to deliver X Megawatts of power to computing equipment, filled that datacenter with such equipment, and observed that at the facility level we would never get anywhere near the full utilization of that power delivery capacity. The reason was that provisioning decisions were made assuming the peak power usage of servers, but servers rarely were exercised to peak compute (and therefore power) capacity and never at the same time, so power went unused. At the compute cluster level, such underutilization could cause some clusters to never reach beyond 60% of its provisioned capacity. The work that resulted in this paper sought to understand the joint probability of groups of servers being above a given fraction of their peak power demand. That understanding might allow us to establish a statistical guarantee that it would be safe to oversubscribe the provisioned facility power (adding more servers than the peak provisioned math would allow). To that end we had to develop an accurate
model of machine power usage based on instantaneous activity levels of components in a server, validate those models, and gain permission from our production teams to run those measurements in live datacenters.

The results were indeed promising, identifying sizable opportunities for safe power oversubscription, which in turn could translate into lowering datacenter costs substantially. However, our paper recognized that even with strong statistical guarantees of safe oversubscription, we needed mechanisms to react to possible overload situations in a graceful manner, as going above the provisioned capacity could result in unacceptable large scale service outages. If a statistically abnormal power peak were to emerge, the facility management software could prevent an overload by rapidly throttling down computing activity in subsets of the cluster. Google engineers subsequently implemented and launched such a power throttling system [3], first deployed over a decade ago and still an important part of our infrastructure efficiency solutions.

III. IMPACT

We identify three areas in which this paper has left a legacy in our community. The first area has less to do with the results of our paper, but more with the fact that the paper was published at all. The field of datacenter design was rather young then, and very few members of our community were aware of this rich new area for research and experimentation. A reasonable objection to accepting this paper back then would have been to declare it outside of the bounds of computer architecture. We are grateful to the ISCA 2007 PC for taking a chance on this paper. The vibrant area of Warehouse-Scale Computing exists today because of their willingness to expand our field to new topics. Within the sub-area of power management alone, interesting new research from companies like Facebook [4], Microsoft [5] and Google [3] is frequently published in architecture conferences

The second area our paper contributed to our community was in the description of the design of datacenters and the dynamic behavior of massive internet service workloads. We believe it made architects aware of the many opportunities to improve the design of large datacenters. In some ways, our work builds on Ranganathan at al’s [2] ISCA-2006 paper that studies power provisioning at the blade server (or ensemble) level.

Looking back, however, the biggest impact derived from our work in this paper may have been an observation somewhat buried in subsection 5.2: Improving Non-Peak Power Efficiency. Our detailed measurements of machine activity against their corresponding power draw showed that underutilized servers were still consuming a lot of power. In fact, much of the inefficiency of server equipment back then could be addressed by challenging the hardware community to design systems that consumed power in a way that was proportional to their level of activity, and a subsequent paper from our group tried to make that call-to-action clear [1]. Energy proportionality was embraced as an industry goal and our servers and datacenters today are much more efficient because of the industry-wide effort to pursue it.
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